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  market leader in fineblanking technology and 
for  secondary cold forming processes

  Specialist for components, prototyping, tool 

engineering and series production

  Close customer partnerships strengthened by a 

presence in all major world markets

FEINTOOL. GLOBAL PRESENCE – 
CUSTOMER PROXIMITY
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Enhanced profitability, added quality, greater 
 complexity – Feintool is your specialist technology 
and solutions provider for the production of chal-
lenging, high-performance fineblanked and cold 
formed components. From ready-to-manufacture 
component concepts up to cost-optimised volume 
production, Feintool is your end-to-end process 
 partner. Numerous patents demonstrate the 
group’s ability to push the parameters of the pro-
cess envelope consistently. 

EFFIcIEnt productIon
Your partner for cost-effective production  
of sophisticated precision components
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tHrEE ForcEs at play
Fineblanking principle

there are only superficial similarities  
between conventional stamping and the 
fineblanking process. unlike conventional 
stamping, there are three separate forces 
at play in the fineblanking process, which 
generate clean shear surfaces. skilful 
 interplay between the fineblanking press 
and the tool allows fineblanking to be 
 successfully combined with cold forming 
operations.

Fineblanking generates clean, square, shear 

surfaces free of tearing and breakout. Parts 

are also flat thanks to the clamping effect of 

the vee-ring force. They fall from the tool in 

net shape condition, as a rule without the need 

for secondary operations on the functional 

contours. Consequently, fineblanking offers 

the option of combining shearing and form-

ing operations in progressive tools to produce 

ready-to-install components in a single press. 

Cost-effective and technologically sophisti-

cated multifunctional parts are manufactured 

under industrial series production conditions. 

Conventional blanking

Fineblanking: Three forces

The vee-ring force FR and counterforce FG clamp the 
material securely before the cutting force FS is used. 
This results in clean, right-angled, even compo-
nents, featuring the often desirable work hardening 
effect on the functional surfaces. 

Conventionally blanked components have sheared 
surfaces with a cut portion and a fractured portion. 
The component's flatness is limited.

FS

Conventional blanking

Conventionally blanked components have 
sheared surfaces with a cut portion and a 
fractured portion. The flatness of the 
components is limited.

Stripper plate

Strip

Die plate

Cutting punch

FG

FR FR

FS FS

The vee ring force FR and counterforce FG 
clamp the material securely before the 
cutting force FS is used. This results in 
clean, right-angled, even components.

Fineblanking: Three forces

Cutting punch

Vee-ring Guide plate

Strip

Die plate

Ejector

Enhanced surface hardness
The work hardening effect induced by fineblanking 
enhances the wear characteristics of fineblanked 
components.Sh
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progrEssIVE prEcIson
Tools for fineblanking and forming

In the automotive industry in particular, 
components and assemblies are becoming 
lighter and with a need to feature greater 
functionality. In-depth know-how, high-
performance press installations and, above 
all, sophisticated tooling are essential for 
their cost-competitive production. 

Progressive type tools are standard at Fein-

tool nowadays. They blank, deburr and form 

in a single production process. Technologically 

challenging components exit from the tool in 

ready-to-install condition, thereby ensuring 

their cost-effectiveness. 

Ready-to-install precision parts
The fewer secondary operations involved, the 

more economical the production process. A 

patented process allows tool-integrated burr 

coining, i.e. components are fineblanked and 

deburred in one and the same tool. 

Component and tool design
Feintool is already specialised in supporting 

customers with component and tool design 

concepts at the development phase. Using com-

puter aided simulation, tool engineering and 

prototyping, the development and optimisation 

of near-series products with short lead times 

is possible. Process-stable volume produc-

tion tools are the outcome. To steadily improve  

tool performance and to minimise wear, Fein-

tool is consistently enhancing the quality of the 

tool materials and the coatings of the active 

elements.

Nested part-in-part tool: two different clutch discs are simultaneously 
fineblanked from the steel coil stock and then cold formed. 

Linear transfer tool for the production of clutch disc carriers  
on long-table presses 
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total oVErVIEW
Evolution of multifunctional components

Whether a entirely innovative component is 
involved, or an existing one that needs im-
proving – effective, cost-optimized design 
and seamless production processes are 
the defining factors of our work. Each case 
is treated individually, and benefits from 
both, our extensive development expertise 
and our ability to push the technology en-
velope. 

Simulation: reducing development lead 
times
our simulation-based feasibility studies lead to 

fineblanking, forming and material optimized 

component design. They are the essential 

criteria for achieving low unit costs. With the 

assistance of our specialists we simulate your 

ideas and suggest improvements until optimal 

results are achieved for the tool and compo-

nent combination.

Prototyping: test bed for series production
In the initial phases of development projects, 

component prototypes can reveal potential 

defects through methodical inspection under 

practical conditions. These are eliminated and 

subsequently retested. optimization of compo-

nent design and functions using our prototyp-

ing capacity is time-saving and cost-effective 

– ideal benefits to achieve minimal lead times 

prior to volume production.

Engineering: the holistic approach
only the seamless interaction between com-

ponent design, tooling development and man-

ufacturing concept can generate cost-effective 

production processes. Feintool engineers cre-

ate solutions ranging from CAD tool designs 

to FmEA risk analyses, right up to establishing 

configurations for the entire production pro-

cess. Through this holistic approach, combined 

Prototyping: testing under production conditionsSimulation: creating a fineblanking and forming optimized component 
design
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with a pronounced ability to network complex 

issues, highly cost-effective production con-

cepts are generated.   

Toolmaking: the key to success
Each year, Feintool manufactures over a 

hundred tools across the globe, consistently 

adding unique know-how, allowing the entire 

fineblanking process to be matched to new 

requirements at any time. our tool shop has 

state-of-the-art machinery installed, including 

an in-house heat treatment facility to further 

enhance the performance parameters. our 

expertise in wear reduction on critical tool ele-

ments is also continuously refined.  

Quality management: standard procedure 
Feintool operates a quality management sys-

tem that begins already at the development 

and quotation phase and intensely supports 

Quality management: assured precisionEngineering: optimized production concepts 

each project right up to the production launch. 

During series production, the individual process 

steps are systematically monitored and docu-

mented. Standardized improvement programs 

ensure production security and optimisation. 

All Feintool plants satisfy ISo 9001, ISo 14001 

and ISo TS 16949 quality standards.  

Research: prepared for new challenges
Feintool conducts basic research with renowned 

partners in the scientific and industrial sectors. 

To maintain its technological leadership posi-

tion, existing processes are consistently refined 

and new applications developed. A further focal 

point of research is the materials sector, e.g. 

high-strength steels that help to reduce compo-

nent weight. Feintool fosters technology transfer 

between its global facilities, implementing lean 

management and Six Sigma practices to con-

tinuously improve quality and efficiency levels.
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EVEn morE bEnEFIts
Value-adding secondary processes 

Valve plates – precision parallelity after double-disc  
grinding both sides. 

Sprockets – left: after fineblanking; centre: after gear  
chamfer grinding, right: after passing through the  
deburring station.

to fulfil optimal or highly specific require-
ments, Feintool integrates a diversity of 
secondary operations into the manufactur-
ing process. they can be linked with the 
fineblanking presses to form a complete 
production line.  

Heat and surface treatment 
Components and assemblies are becoming 

lighter and smaller while, at the same time, 

demands on their mechanical properties lev-

els are increasing. In recent years, the call for 

 additional performance enhancing processes 

has risen accordingly. Feintool offers heat 
treatment processes such as gas nitriding, 
induction hardening or nitrocarburizing for 

generating additional surface hardness on our 

own equipment. Also increasingly popular are 

 coating technologies that improve the func-

tionality of components and protect them from 

corrosion.  

Grinding technologies
To satisfy specifications on parallelity, tight 

thickness tolerances or demanding compo-

nent geometries, Feintool employs a variety of 

grinding processes. At the individual produc-

tion locations, fully developed processes such 

as double-disc grinding, profile grinding 

and special applications including gear cham-
fer grinding are available. The objective is in-

variably: to provide the customer with competi-

tive, ready-to-install precision components.

Synchromesh fork – left: after fineblanking; centre: after  
profile grinding; right: after vibratory deburring and heat  
treatment.
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HIgH-strEngtH WItH FInE modulE gEar tEEtH
Precision components for seat adjuster mechanisms

automotive seat adjuster mechanisms 
consist almost entirely of fineblanked 
components. Feintool is the market leader 
in this sector – also because of its abil-
ity to process microalloyed, high-strength 
steels.

Comfort and safety
Seat adjuster components are multifaceted: 

compared to their size, they incorporate a 

diversity of functions within limited space. 

They feature ease of adjustment, take up little 

space, and provide safety for vehicle passen-

gers when, in critical situations, high torque 

levels have to be transferred. Factors such 

as high-strength materials, fine module gear 

teeth and the overall design are demanding 

challenges, not only for the tooling, but for the 

entire production process.  

Tool with rotation transfer
Feintool plants are highly specialised in the 

efficient production of seat adjuster compo-

nents. With an innovative, rotation transfer tool 

– patent applied for – Feintool has recently in-

creased its production potentials in this sector 

even further. 

Seat height adjustment lever Seat track  
adjuster  
component

Seat rake adjuster: highly complex fineblanked 
component with fine gear teeth 
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EconomIcal and InnoVatIVE
Precision components for the drive train 

modern transmissions help to reduce co2-
e.g. by lowering drag torque and incor-
porating more gears. this requires high-
performance components derived from the 
uncompromising problem solving exper-
tise that is associated with fineblanking 
and forming.
 
Complex fineblanked and cold formed compo-

nents are essential for advanced dual-clutch, 

multi-speed automatic and hybrid transmis-

sions. They contribute to weight reduction, 

compact design concepts and superior gear-

shift accuracy. Fuel consumption, reliability 

and shift comfort can all be significantly im-

proved. Today’s automatic and double-clutch 

transmissions contain as many as 40 individual 

parts that have been designed as fineblanked 

and cold formed components.

Modern automatic and dual clutch transmissions incorporate up to 40 fineblanked and cold formed 
 components.

Clutch plates Synchroniser ring

Planetary gear carrier: fineblanked blank with  
subsequent cold forming
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Fineblanked transmission parts

automatic transmissions
  Torque converter discs, clutch discs
  Planetary gear carriers
  Parking pawls and parking lock wheels 
  Camshaft adjusters 

manual transmissions
  Synchroniser rings and taper rings
  Levers for gearshift synchronisers 

Fineblanked chain drive components
Compared to sintered components, high-vol-

ume fineblanked chain sprockets have supe-

rior mechanical properties, higher contact ra-

tios and lower production costs. To ensure that 

sprockets and chain links meet shear face 

quality specifications, they are economically 

produced on dedicated fineblanking presses. 

our know-how in tool engineering and heat 

treatment ensure that the specified tight toler-

ance bands are maintained.

cold forming
Complementing its fineblanking technology, 

Feintool also uses cold forming processes to 

produce precision components for double-

clutch, hybrid and automatic transmissions. 

ranging from the 2200 ton transfer press to 

laser welding installations, all the equipment 

needed to manufacture these ready-to-install 

components are included in our machine park.  

Cold forming: clutch 
disc carrier, also with 
laser welded hub 

Sprocket

Cover for camshaft adjusterParking pawl and reverse  
gear lock

Chain links
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HIgHly EFFEctIVE
Precision engine, suspension and safety system parts

the specifications could hardly be more 
stringent: valve plates that must not leak, 
airbag closure parts that function instan-
taneously, or brake lining plates that with-
stand enormous forces and temperatures. 
the functions of these components are 
safety critical, and their production pro-
cesses are equally sophisticated.

Engine and cooling systems
Valve plates are produced on three-station 

progressive tools that shear, coin and punch in 

sequence, with hundredths of a millimeter ac-

curacy. Double-disc grinding machines ensure 

flatness and parallelity. This ensures that air-

conditioning compressors remain tight to ensure 

energy efficient temperature control. Injector 
clamps are also fineblanked, cold formed and 

deburred in a single sequence. They restrain the 

injection nozzles of the compact diesel engines 

which, as efficient downsizing units, are replac-

ing their high-volume predecessors. 

Chassis systems
The space available to accommodate brake 

systems is becoming smaller, and brake lining 
plates are thinner for weight reduction reasons. 

To withstand braking forces it is necessary to coin 

reinforce lining plates in critical zones. Feintool 

produces such ready-to-install brake  lining plates 

in three- and four-station progressive tools. Syn-

ergies are exploited in the manufacture of wheel 
carrier plates: the natural die roll generated by 

fineblanking is retained – eliminating the need for 

secondary chamfering to provide space for weld 

beads applied subsequently. 

Valve plate for air-conditioning 
compressor

Diesel engine 
 injector clamp

Airbag cap

Safety systems
Particularly in the sector of safety critical com-

ponents, early cooperation is the decisive fac-

tor. Feintool provides design consultancy and 

prototyping services. Typical cases are assem-

blies for a pyrotechnic seat belt tensioner, 
and airbag closure components. 

Coined reinforced 
brake lining plates

Wheel carrier plate
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undEr tEnsIon
ready-to-install precision components for electrical 
 engineering

power on, power off – switching wear on 
electrical components is lower when they 
feature the flat contact surfaces that are 
typical of fineblanked parts..

It is the accuracy and integrity of the sheared 

surfaces that allow current to flow with less 

resistance during switching operations. This 

is not the only benefit of fineblanked contacts: 

less effort is required to create stable soldered 

joints. Compared to the uneven surfaces of 

conventionally stamped parts, fineblanked 

components provide measurably longer ser-

vice life, particularly under frequent switching 

conditions.

Mass produced: electrical components such as contact arms, contact levers and contact segments  
(illustration above)

A diversity of tools in production
Feintool produces electrical components made 

of steel and non-ferrous metals including cop-

per and aluminium in high volumes. Innumera-

ble switching contacts for the medium-voltage 

sector are installed in industrial, utilities and 

safety systems. And, as quickly as component 

requirements change, Feintool is able to re-

spond with new tooling. A diversity of tool con-

cepts for the production of electrical switch-

gear components is available to meet demand. 

Development of new tools benefits from our 

extensive expertise database of already tried 

and tested solutions.
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FEIntool In EuropE
State-of-the-art facilities for innovative requirements

Feintool System Parts AG
The key account management function of the 

European fineblanking facilities is the central 

contact point for all customer enquiries re-

ceived in Europe.

Feintool System Parts AG (Plant)
This production facility has fineblanking press-

es up to 10 000 kN capacity installed, support-

ed by grinding equipment and deburring and 

washing technologies. The production focus is 

typically on precision components for the au-

tomotive industry where fineblanking and cold 

forming are combined with selected second-

ary operations such as double-disc and profile 

grinding. 

Feintool System Parts Ettlingen GmbH
Each year, close to one billion precision fine-

blanked and cold formed parts are produced 

on the operation’s fineblanking press park 

ranging from 1 600 kN to 3 200 kN capacity. 

The complex, multi-cavity tools are developed 

at the company’s in-house engineering facility. 

Two vibratory deburring systems and one belt 

grinding equipment with brushing stations, a 

washing facility and various machine tools are 

installed to cater for secondary operations. 

Feintool in Ettlingen specialises in the manu-

facture of high-volume, smaller fineblanked 

parts for the automotive and electrical indus-

tries. 

Feintool System Parts Jena GmbH
Fineblanking presses with capacities of 11 000 

kN operate on a 8 600 square-meter produc-

tion footprint. In addition to these units, there 

are two dedicated automatic fineblanking and 

forming machines each with a tool clamping 

area of up to 3 450 x 1 400 millimeters. The 

Jena operation primarily produces automo-

tive drive train components, including clutch 

discs for automatic and double-clutch trans-

missions. moreover, cold formed components 

such as planetary gear carriers, taper and 

synchroniser rings are produced on long-bed 

presses.

Feintool System Parts Oelsnitz GmbH
The latest production facility of the Feintool 

Group was taken over in 2015. The plant in 

oelsnitz/Erzgebirge (Germany) boasts a state-

of-the-art infrastructure, over 6 700-square-

meter production facility and fineblanking 

presses ranging from 2 500 kN to 11 800 kN. 

A vibratory grinding machine, a belt sanding 

machine with edge rounding, two washing fa-

cilities and various cutting machines are also 

available for further processing.

lyss
Ettlingen

Jena

oelsnitz
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FEIntool. your global partnEr
Present in the major automotive markets

As an international volume producer of so-

phisticated fineblanked and cold formed 

parts for the automotive industry, we create 

sustainable competitive benefits for our cus-

tomers. Through ten group-owned produc-

tion locations, Feintool System Parts demon-

strates its global customer proximity in all key 

automotive markets. With our unparalleled 

expertise, we provide support in the project 

development phase already to ensure their 

competitive edge, right from the very first 

fineblanked component. Feintool is consis-

tently refining its fineblanking technology 

and regularly breaking new ground to exploit 

untapped technological and commercial po-

tentials.

Global Service – Feintool’s technology and 
production locations around the world

Ettlingen, Germany
Feintool System Parts 
Ettlingen GmbH

Nashville, USA 
Feintool Tennessee, Inc.

Cincinnati, USA 
Feintool Cincinnati, Inc.

Feintool Equipment Corp.

Obertshausen, Germany
Feintool System Parts 
Obertshausen GmbH

Ohrdruf, Germany
Feintool System Parts 
Ohrdruf GmbH

Jena, Germany
Feintool System Parts  
Jena GmbH

Oelsnitz, Germany
Feintool System Parts 
Oelsnitz GmbH

Atsugi, Japan
Feintool Japan Co., Ltd. 

Lyss, Switzerland 
Feintool Technologie AG

Feintool System Parts 
Lyss AG

Jona, Switzerland
Feintool Technologie AG

Taicang, China 
Feintool Precision System 
Parts (Taicang) Co., Ltd.

Tokoname, Japan
Feintool Japan Co., Ltd.

Shanghai, China 
Feintool Fineblanking 
 Technology (Shanghai) 
Co., Ltd.
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Feintool system parts lyss ag 
Industriering 8 · 3250 Lyss

Switzerland
Phone +41 32 387 51 11 
Fax +41 32 387 57 79 
systemparts@feintool.com 
www.feintool.com


